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OverviewOverview

2.1 Boolean operators2.1 Boolean operators
2.2 Propositional formulas2.2 Propositional formulas
2.3 Interpretations2.3 Interpretations
2.4 Logical Equivalence and substitution2.4 Logical Equivalence and substitution
2.5 2.5 SatisfiabilitySatisfiability, validity, and consequence, validity, and consequence
2.6 Semantic tableaux2.6 Semantic tableaux
2.7 Soundness and completeness2.7 Soundness and completeness



Semantic tableauxSemantic tableaux

The method of The method of semantic tableauxsemantic tableaux is a relatively efficient is a relatively efficient 
algorithm for deciding algorithm for deciding satisfiabilitysatisfiability in the propositional in the propositional 
calculus. calculus. 

Search systematically for a model.Search systematically for a model.
If one is found, the formula is If one is found, the formula is satisfiablesatisfiable; otherwise, it is ; otherwise, it is 
unsatisfiableunsatisfiable..

This method is the main tool for proving general This method is the main tool for proving general 
theorems about the calculus.theorems about the calculus.
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Semantic tableauxSemantic tableaux

Definition 2.43Definition 2.43

A A literalliteral is an atom or a negation of an atom.is an atom or a negation of an atom.
An atom is a positive literal and the negation of an atom is An atom is a positive literal and the negation of an atom is 
a negative literal.a negative literal.
For any atom For any atom pp, {, {pp, , ¬¬pp} is a } is a complementarycomplementary pair of literals.pair of literals.
For any formula For any formula AA, {, {AA, , ¬¬AA} is a } is a complementarycomplementary pair of pair of 
formulas. formulas. 
AA is the complement of is the complement of ¬¬AA and and ¬¬AA is the complement of is the complement of AA..
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Semantic tableauxSemantic tableaux

Analyze the Analyze the satisfiablitysatisfiablity of of AA = = pp ÆÆ ((¬¬ qq ÇÇ ¬¬ pp))
νν ((AA) = ) = TT iffiff both both νν ((pp) = ) = TT and and νν ((¬¬qq ÇÇ ¬¬pp) = ) = TT..
Hence, Hence, νν ((AA) = ) = TT if and only if either:if and only if either:
1.1. νν ((pp) = ) = TT and and νν ((¬¬qq) = ) = TT oror
2.2. νν ((pp) = ) = TT and and νν ((¬¬pp) = ) = TT

{p, {p, ¬¬ p}  or {p, p}  or {p, ¬¬ q}q}

ReduceReduce the question of the the question of the satisfiabilitysatisfiability of formula of formula AA
to question about the to question about the satisfiabilitysatisfiability of sets of of sets of literalsliterals..
(top(top--down approach)down approach)
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Semantic tableauxSemantic tableaux

Formula Formula BB= (= (pp ÇÇ qq) ) ÆÆ ((¬¬pp ÆÆ ¬¬qq).).
νν ((BB) = ) = TT iffiff νν ((pp ÇÇ qq) = ) = TT and and νν((¬¬p p ÆÆ ¬¬q) = q) = TT..
Hence, Hence, νν ((BB) = ) = TT iffiff νν ((pp ÇÇ qq) = ) = νν ((¬¬pp) = ) = νν ((¬¬qq) = ) = TT..
Hence, Hence, νν ((BB) = ) = TT iffiff eithereither
1. 1. νν ((pp) = ) = νν ((¬¬pp) = ) = νν ((¬¬qq) = ) = TT, or, or
2. 2. νν ((qq) = ) = νν ((¬¬pp) = ) = νν ((¬¬qq) = ) = TT ..

Since both {Since both {p, p, ¬¬ p, p, ¬¬ qq} and {} and {q, q, ¬¬ p, p, ¬¬ qq} contain } contain 
complementarycomplementary pairs, B is pairs, B is unsatisfiableunsatisfiable..
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Semantic tableauxSemantic tableaux

The systematic search is easy to conduct if a data The systematic search is easy to conduct if a data 
structure is used to keep track of the assignments that structure is used to keep track of the assignments that 
must be made to must be made to subformulassubformulas. . 
In semantic tableaux, In semantic tableaux, treestrees are used. are used. 
A leaf containing a complementary set of literals will A leaf containing a complementary set of literals will 
marked  marked  ××, while a , while a satisfiablesatisfiable leaf will be marked leaf will be marked ¯̄ ..
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Semantic tableauxSemantic tableaux

pp ÆÆ ((¬¬qq ÇÇ ¬¬pp))
↓↓

pp ,   ,   ¬¬qq ÇÇ ¬¬pp
.. &&

pp, , ¬¬qq pp, , ¬¬pp
¯̄ ××
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Semantic tableauxSemantic tableaux
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Semantic tableauxSemantic tableaux
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αα––formulasformulas are are conjuctiveconjuctive and are and are satisfiablesatisfiable only if both only if both 
subformulassubformulas αα11 and and αα22 are satisfiedare satisfied
ββ––formulasformulas are are disjuctivedisjuctive and are satisfied even if only and are satisfied even if only 
one of the one of the subformulassubformulas ββ11 or or ββ22 is is satisfiablesatisfiable..



Semantic tableauxSemantic tableaux

Algorithm 2.46 (Construction of a semantic tableau)Algorithm 2.46 (Construction of a semantic tableau)
Input: Input: A formula A formula AA of the propositional calculus.of the propositional calculus.
Output: Output: A semantic tableau A semantic tableau TT for for AA all of whose leaves are marked.all of whose leaves are marked.

TT for for AA is a tree each node of which will be labeled with a set of formis a tree each node of which will be labeled with a set of formulasulas
U(U(ll) : the set of formula of leaf ) : the set of formula of leaf ll..
The construction terminates when all leaves are marked The construction terminates when all leaves are marked ×× or or ¯̄ ..
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Semantic tableauxSemantic tableaux

If If UU((ll) is a set of literals, check if there is a ) is a set of literals, check if there is a 
complementary pair of literals in complementary pair of literals in UU((ll). If so, mark the leaf ). If so, mark the leaf 
closed closed ××; if not, mark the leaf as open ; if not, mark the leaf as open ¯̄..
If If UU((ll)) is not a set of literals, is not a set of literals, choose a formulachoose a formula in in UU((ll) ) 
which is which is notnot a literal.a literal.

If the formula is an If the formula is an αα––formula, create a new node formula, create a new node ll’’ as a child of as a child of 
ll and label and label ll’’ with  with  UU((ll’’) = () = (UU((ll) ) –– {{αα}) }) ∪∪ {{αα11 , , αα22}.}.
If the formula is a If the formula is a ββ ––formula, create two new nodes formula, create two new nodes ll’’ and and ll’’’’ as as 
children of children of ll. Label . Label ll’’ with with UU((ll’’) = () = (UU((ll) ) –– {{ββ}) }) ∪∪ {{ββ11},},
and label and label ll’’’’ with with UU((ll’’’’) = () = (UU((ll) ) –– {{ββ}) }) ∪∪ {{ββ22}.}.
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Semantic tableauxSemantic tableaux

Definition 2.47Definition 2.47

A tableau whose construction has terminated is called a A tableau whose construction has terminated is called a 
completed tableaucompleted tableau. . 
A completed tableau is A completed tableau is closedclosed if all leaves are marked if all leaves are marked 
closed (x). Otherwise, it is closed (x). Otherwise, it is openopen..

Theorem 2.48Theorem 2.48

The construction of a semantic tableau terminates.The construction of a semantic tableau terminates.
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Soundness and completenessSoundness and completeness
A tool is A tool is soundsound if the tool says that a formula if the tool says that a formula φφ is is 
valid (validity, valid (validity, notnot satisfiabilitysatisfiability), then ), then φφ is really is really 
validvalid
A tool is A tool is completecomplete if if φφ is valid, then the tool says is valid, then the tool says 
that that φφ is validis valid

Writing in a counter positive wayWriting in a counter positive way
A tool (or method) is A tool (or method) is completecomplete if the tool says that if the tool says that φφ is is 
not valid, then not valid, then φφ is really not validis really not valid

Therefore, if a tool is sound and complete, then Therefore, if a tool is sound and complete, then 
the tool says that the tool says that φφ is valid is valid iffiff φφ is really validis really valid

Note thatNote that
if a dumb tool if a dumb tool alwaysalways says that  says that  φφ is not valid, then is not valid, then 
that tool is still soundthat tool is still sound
if a dumb tool if a dumb tool alwaysalways says that says that φφ is valid, then that is valid, then that 
tool is still completetool is still complete
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Soundness and completenessSoundness and completeness

Theorem 2.49(Soundness and completeness)Theorem 2.49(Soundness and completeness)

Let Let TT be a completed tableau for a formula be a completed tableau for a formula AA. . AA is is 
unsatisfiableunsatisfiable if and only ifif and only if TT is closed.is closed.

Corollary 2.50Corollary 2.50 AA is is satisfiablesatisfiable if and only if if and only if TT is open.is open.
Corollary 2.51Corollary 2.51 AA is valid is valid iffiff the tableau for the tableau for ¬¬AA closes.closes.
Corollary 2.52Corollary 2.52 The method of semantic tableaux is a The method of semantic tableaux is a 
decision procedure for validity in the propositional decision procedure for validity in the propositional 
calculus.calculus.
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SoundnessSoundness

Proof of soundnessProof of soundness
if the tableau if the tableau TT for a formula for a formula AA closes, then closes, then AA is is 
unsatisfiableunsatisfiable..
if a if a subtreesubtree rooted at node n of rooted at node n of TT closes, then the set of closes, then the set of 
formulas formulas UU((nn) labeling n is ) labeling n is unsatisfiableunsatisfiable..

hh: height of the node n in : height of the node n in TT..
If If hh = 0, = 0, nn is a leaf. Since is a leaf. Since TT closes, closes, UU((nn) contains a ) contains a 
complementary set of literals. Hence complementary set of literals. Hence UU((nn) is ) is 
unsatisfiableunsatisfiable..
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SoundnessSoundness

If If hh > 0, then some > 0, then some αα -- or or ββ –– rule was used in rule was used in 
creating the creating the child(renchild(ren) of n:) of n:

Case 1: An Case 1: An αα ––rule was used. rule was used. UU((nn) = {) = {AA11 ÆÆ AA22} } ∪∪ UU00 and and UU((nn’’) = {) = {AA11, , 
AA22} } ∪∪ UU00 for some set of formulas for some set of formulas UU00. But the height of . But the height of nn’’ is is hh––1, so 1, so 
UU((nn’’) is ) is unsatisfiableunsatisfiable since the since the subtreesubtree rooted at nrooted at n’’ closes. Let closes. Let νν be be 
an arbitrary interpretation. Since an arbitrary interpretation. Since U(nU(n’’) is ) is unsatisfiableunsatisfiable, , νν((AA’’) = ) = FF for for 
some some AA’’∈∈UU((nn’’). There are three ). There are three possiblitiespossiblities::

For some For some AA00 ∈∈ UU00, , νν ((AA00) = ) = FF. But . But AA00 ∈∈ UU00 ⊆⊆ UU((nn).).
νν ((AA11) = ) = FF. . νν ((AA11ÆÆAA22) = ) = FF, and , and AA11ÆÆAA22 ∈∈ UU((nn).).
νν ((AA22) = ) = FF. . νν ((AA11ÆÆAA22) = ) = FF, and , and AA11ÆÆAA22 ∈∈ UU((nn).).

Thus Thus νν ((AA) = ) = FF for some for some AA∈∈UU((nn); ); UU((nn) is ) is unsatisfiableunsatisfiable..
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SoundnessSoundness
Case 2: Case 2: 
A A ββ ––rule was used. rule was used. UU((nn) = {) = {BB11ÇÇ BB22} } ∪∪ UU00 , , UU((nn’’) = {) = {BB11} } ∪∪ UU00 , and , and UU((nn’’’’) = {) = {BB22} } ∪∪ UU00. . 
By the inductive hypothesis, both By the inductive hypothesis, both U(nU(n’’) and ) and U(nU(n’’’’) are ) are unsatisfiableunsatisfiable. Let . Let νν be an be an 
arbitrary interpretation. There are two possibilities:arbitrary interpretation. There are two possibilities:

U(nU(n’’) and ) and U(nU(n’’’’) are ) are unsatisfiableunsatisfiable because because νν ((BB00) = ) = FF for some for some BB00 ∈∈ UU00. . 
But BBut B00 ∈∈ UU00 ⊆⊆ U(nU(n).).
Otherwise, Otherwise, νν ((BB00) = ) = TT for all for all BB00 ∈∈ UU00. Since both . Since both UU((nn’’) and ) and U(nU(n’’’’) are ) are 
unsatisfiableunsatisfiable, , νν ((BB11) = ) = νν ((BB22) = ) = FF. By definition of . By definition of νν on on ÇÇ, , νν ((BB11ÇÇBB22) = ) = FF, , 
and and BB11ÇÇBB22 ∈∈ U(nU(n).).

Thus Thus νν ((BB) = ) = FF for some for some BB ∈∈ UU((nn); since ); since νν was arbitrary, was arbitrary, UU((nn) is ) is unsatisfiableunsatisfiable..
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CompletenessCompleteness

Proof of completenessProof of completeness
If A is If A is unsatisfiableunsatisfiable then every tableau for A closes.then every tableau for A closes.
ContrapositiveContrapositive statementstatement

If some tableau for A is open (i.e., if some tableau for A has aIf some tableau for A is open (i.e., if some tableau for A has an n 
open branch), then the formula A is open branch), then the formula A is satisfiablesatisfiable..
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CompletenessCompleteness

Definition 2.57Definition 2.57

Let U be a set of formulas. U is a Let U be a set of formulas. U is a HintikkaHintikka set set iffiff::
1.1. For all atoms For all atoms pp appearing in a formula of appearing in a formula of UU, either , either pp∉∉UU

or or ¬¬pp∉∉UU..
2.2. If If αα ∈∈ U is an U is an αα––formula, then formula, then αα11 ∈∈ U and U and αα22 ∈∈ U.U.
3.3. If If ββ ∈∈ U is a U is a ββ ––formula, then formula, then ββ11 ∈∈ U or U or ββ22 ∈∈ U.U.

Theorem 2.59Theorem 2.59

Let Let ll be an open leaf in a completed tableau be an open leaf in a completed tableau TT. . 

Let Let UU = = ∪∪i i UU((ii), where ), where ii runs over the set of nodes on the runs over the set of nodes on the 
branch from the root to branch from the root to ll. Then . Then UU is a is a HintikkaHintikka set.set.
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CompletenessCompleteness

Theorem 2.60(HintikkaTheorem 2.60(Hintikka’’s Lemma)s Lemma)
Let U be a Let U be a HintikkaHintikka set. Then U is set. Then U is satisfiablesatisfiable..

Proof of completeness:Proof of completeness:
Let Let TT be a completed open tableau for be a completed open tableau for AA. Then . Then UU, the , the 
union of the labels of the nodes on an open branch, is a union of the labels of the nodes on an open branch, is a 
HintikkaHintikka set by Theorem 2.59 and a model can be found set by Theorem 2.59 and a model can be found 
for for UU by Theorem 2.60. Since by Theorem 2.60. Since AA is the formula labeling is the formula labeling 
the root, the root, AA ∈∈ UU, so the interpretation is a model of , so the interpretation is a model of AA..
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